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This work is dedicated to the study of an improved direct control of powers
of the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) incorporated in a wind energy
conversion system 'WECS'. The control method adopts direct power control
'DPC' because of its various advantages like the ease of implementation
which allows decoupled regulation for active and reactive powers, as well as
a good performance at transient and steady state without PI regulators and
rotating coordinate transformations. To do this, the modeling of the turbine
and generator is performed. Therefore, the Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) technology is implemented to extract optimal power at variable
wind speed conditions. Subsequently, an explanation of the said command is
spread out as well as the principle of adjusting the active and reactive power
according to the desired speed. Then, the estimation method of these two
control variables will be presented as well as the adopted switching table of
the hysteresis controller model used based on the model of the multilevel
inverters. Finally, the robustness of the developed system will be analyzed
with validation in Matlab/Simulink environment to illustrate the performance
of this command.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The production of electrical energy in the world generates various pollutions. Thus, thermal power
stations (coal, oil) are responsible for atmospheric emissions linked to the combustion of fossil fuels.
In contrast, nuclear power plants, whose development will increase following the oil crisis, have no
adverse influence on air quality although they produce radioactive waste that causes storage problems,
treatment or transport.
Today, the fear of being limited to ephemeral energies, the awareness of the negative impact of
these on the environment, the craze for renewable energies and the opening of the market of the production
of energy towards other alternatives are factors that give an important place to these energies (hydraulic,
wind, solar, biomass, ...) in the production of electricity [1-3].
Among the most coveted renewable energies, we find the wind energy that interests more and more
countries as it produces a clean and sustainable energy. We also notice that a large part of wind turbines
installed today is equipped with a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG). The latter allows the production of
electricity under variable speed, this makes it possible to better exploit turbine resources. These turbines are
also equipped with variable blade pitch angle in order to be adapted to different wind conditions.
The turbine is controlled so as to permanently maximize the power produced independently of the variation
of the wind profile [4].
Journal homepage: http://ijece.iaescore.com/index.php/IJECE
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The main objective of this
t work is too study the dirrect power co
ontrol (active aand reactive) applied to
a DFIIG in a wind energy
e
converrsion system ((WECS) as sh
hown in Figuree 1. The comm
mon goal of th
his control
is to ensure the saampling of sin
nusoidal curreents while gu
uaranteeing a unit power fa
factor with a decoupled
controol of the active and reactivee powers.
In this peerspective, a complete moodeling of thee architecturee is proposedd in order to elaborate
the DP
PC control law
w [5-7]. The whole
w
of the ssystem is imp
plemented und
der the Matlabb/Simulink environment
and siimulation resuults are exposeed and analyzeed in order to prove the effiiciency of the control.

Figure 1. Synopsis
S
of thee direct powerr control of the DFIG-WEC
CS

2.

T
TURBINE MODEL
M
A theoretiically undistu
urbed wind crrossing a surfface A withou
ut a decrease in speed v would
w
give
a theooretical powerr of the wind or
o wind powerr correspondin
ng to the following expressiion:
P

. ρ. A. v

(1)
(

The aeroddynamic pow
wer appearingg at the roto
or of the turb
bine is deterrmined analytically by
the foollowing formuula:
P

. ρ. A. C λ, β . v

(2)
(

odynamic effiiciency of thee turbine. It depends on
The poweer coefficient C λ, β repreesents the aero
the sppeed ratio λ annd the pitch an
ngle of the blaade β. The speeed ratio is deefined as the rratio of the lin
near speed
of thee blades and thhe wind speed
d:
λ

(3)
(

Numeerical approxiimations havee been develooped in the litterature to mo
odel the coeffficient C and
d different
expressions have beeen proposed [4, 8].
In the conntext of this work, we willl use an app
proximate exp
pression of thhe power coeffficient as
a funcction of the sppeed λ and the angle β as folllows:
C λ, β
With :
and :

c

c .

c .β

c

.e

c .λ

(4)
(

c1= 0.5872, c2= 116, c3
3 = 0.4, c4= 5 , c5 = 21, c6=
= 0.0085.
.
.

.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results undeer MATLAB//SIMULINK of the evo
olution of
c
the cooefficient C as a function of the speedd ratio λ for a few pitch angles β. We noote that this coefficient
passess through a maximum
m
(C _
0.48) ffor β 0 and
d a particular value of the sspeed ratio that we will
designnate by λ (w
where λ
8).
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Maximum
Power
Point (MPP)

Fig
gure 2. Power ccoefficient as a function of λ and β

M
MAXIMUM POWER PO
OINT TRACK
KING STRAT
TEGY
Wind turbbines, used forr the productioon of electriciity, must allow
w the productiion maximum
m of power
by exxploiting the energy
e
availab
ble in the winnd. This is wh
hy many wind turbine conntrol systems, acting on
the m
mechanical or electrical
e
part, are developeed to maximizze the energy conversion. T
This is called Maximum
M
Powerr Point Trackking (MPPT). These system
ms use differrent means to obtain this m
maximum pow
wer point.
It is ppossible to chaange the pitch
h angle of the blades, or thee speed of rotaation of the prropeller or eveen play on
the coontrol of the generator.
g
The search for thee maximum iss done perman
nently and thee wind turbinee therefore
adaptss itself to eaach variation
n of wind too be in a co
onfiguration of
o maximum
m extraction of
o power.
Such systems alsoo introduce saafety devicess that allow for
f example to limit the power produ
uced when
the wiind becomes too
t strong and
d may damagee the wind turb
bine.
In this coontext, several types of M
MPPT algorith
hms exist. They can be diivided in threee groups:
TSR (Tip Speed Ratio)
R
control,, Power contrrol and Hill Climbing
C
[9]. In this work,, we focus on
n the TSR
controol because of its simplicity and accuracyy. This techniq
que regulates the rotationall speed of the generator
to maaintain λ at an optimal valuee so that the poower extracted
d is maximal.
3.

D
DOUBLY FE
ED INDUCTIION GENER
RATOR MOD
DEL
In the liteerature, we fin
nd that the D
DFIG model in
i the reference dq relatedd to the rotating flux is
summ
marized in fourr types of equations: electriical, magnetic, electromagnetic and mechhanical [10-14
4].
4.

Electrical equ
uations
4.1. E
V

R i

–ω ψ

V

R i

ωψ

V

R i

ω

ω ψ

V

R i

ω

ω ψ

(5)
(

4.2. F
Flux equation
ns
The statorr and rotor flux
x are connecteed to currents by the follow
wing relations:
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ

Li
Li
Li
Li

Mi
Mi
Mi
Mi

(6)
(
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4.3. Electromagnetic torque
The expression of the electromagnetic torque as a function of the stator flux and rotor current
is given by
T

i ψ

i ψ )

(7)

4.4. Mechanical equation
The evolution of the mechanical speed from the total mechanical torque (T
fundamental equation of dynamics:
J

T

T

T

fΩ

) is determined by the
(8)

5. DIRECT POWER CONTROL APPLIED TO THE DFIG
5.1. Principle of the direct power of control
The basic principle of direct power control (DPC) was proposed by Noguchi [15], it is based
initially on the direct control of torque (DTC), intended for the control of the electric motors [16-20].
In the case of DPC, active and reactive powers replace torque electromagnetic and the amplitude of the stator
flux of the DTC. This non-linear control strategy is defined as a technique of direct control because it
chooses the appropriate voltage vector of the converter without any modulation technique. The basic concept
is to select the appropriate switching states from a switch table based on errors, which are limited by a band
hysteresis, present in the active and reactive powers.
Instant active and reactive powers are calculated from the expressions below:
P

ω |ψ ||ψ |sinδ

Q

L
3ω
|ψ |
|ψ |cosδ
2 σL
L

(9)
|ψ |

with : δ The angle between the stator’s flux and the rotor’s flux vectors.
σ

1

²

: Coefficient of dispersion.

The reference active power is calculated from the output of the DC bus voltage regulator UDC [21].
The reference of the reactive power is maintained at zero in order to ensure a unit power factor.
Then, the powers are compared and the errors obtained are applied to regulators of hysteresis.
5.2. Hysteresis controller
The main idea of direct power control is to maintain the instant active and reactive powers in
a desired band. This control is based on two hysteresis comparators which use as input the error signals
between the reference values and estimates of the active and reactive powers. These two controllers are
responsible for deciding how much a new switch and/or output voltage vector of the inverter is applied.
If the error of the power (ePs or eQs) is increasing and reaches the higher level, the hysteresis controller
changes its output to '1'.
5.3. Vector selection
The influence of each output vector on the active and reactive powers is very dependent on
the actual position of the vector of the source voltage Thus, in addition to the signals of the two hysteresis
controllers, the switching table operates according to the position of the vector of the source voltage, which
turns to the pulsation ( m), in the complex plan. However, instead of introducing to the switching table
the exact position of the vector of the voltage, the sector selection block informs us in which domain
the current vector of the source voltage is located [22, 23]. Therefore, we propose to use a modified DPC
which, unlike the conventional DPC, can produce twenty seven voltage vectors instead of the eight vectors.
In other words, we will decompose twelve sectors instead of six in order to increase the accuracy and also to
avoid the problems encountered in boundaries of each control vector. With this in mind, we used a five-stage
hysteresis corrector for the reactive power and a three-level corrector for the active power.
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5.4. S
Switching tab
ble
The switchhing table is the
t paramounnt part in direcct power contrrol. It selects the appropriaate voltage
vectorr of the inverrter in order to
o orient the innstantaneous active and reaactive powerss in their desiired value,
also bbased on the position
p
of thee source voltaage vector and
d the errors off the active annd reactive powers [24].
In thiis work, we adopted
a
a mo
odified switchhing table com
mpared to that developed by Noguchi to ensure
optim
mal minimization in error po
ower as shownn in Table 1.
Tablee 1. Switchingg table for 3-leevels and 5-levels inverter
Sectoor’s Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2
1
0
-1
-2
0
2
1
0
-1
-2
-1
2
1
0
-1
-2
=[[0,0,0] ; =[1,0,0
0] ; =[1,1,0] ; =[0,1,0] ; =[0
0,1,1] ; =[0,0,1]] ; =[1,0,1] ; =[1,1,1] ;
=[00,-1,-1] ; =[0,0,-1] ;
=[-1,0,-11] ;
=[-1,0,0] ;
=[-1,-1,1] ; =[0,-1,0] ;
==[-1,-1,-1] ;
=[1,-1,-1] ;
=[1,1,-1] ;
=[-1,1, -1] ;
=[-1,1,1]] ;
=[-1,-1,1] ;
=[1,-1,1] ;
=[1,0,-1] ;
=[0
0,1,-1] ;
=[-1,11,0] ;
=[-1,0,1]] ;
=[0,-1,1] ;
=[1,-1,0]

A
APPLICATIIONS AND RESULTS
R
The Figure 3 shows thee block diagram
am of the mod
del used for the control of thhe doubly fed
d induction
generator for a winnd system in Matlab/Simulin
M
nk environment [25]:
6.

Figu
ure 3. Direct ppower control (DPC) block diagram

Setpoint traccking test
6.1. S
The systeem is analyseed during steeady-state an
nd transients conditions att variable wiind speed
(sub-ssynchronous, synchronouss and super-ssynchronous). The differeent parameter
ers of the do
oubly fed
inducttion generatoor and the wind turbine arre given respectively in Table 2 and T
Table 3. The results of
the sim
mulation are shown
s
in Figu
ure 4.
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Table 2.
2 Parameters of the doubly
y fed induction
n generator
DFIG Parametters
Nominal P
Power
Pn = 1.5 KW
Stator Vooltage
Vs = 220/380V
Stator Freequency
fs = 50 Hz
Stator Re sistance
Rs = 1.18 Ω
Stator Indductance
Ls = 0.4 H
Rotor Ressistance
Rr = 1.66 Ω
Rotor Indductance
Lr = 0.18 H
Mutual Innductance
M = 0.17 H
No. of Paair of Poles
P =2

Table 3. Paarameters of th
he wind turbin
ne
Turbine Parameters
Rated
R
power
1.5 KW
Number
N
of blades
3
Rotor
R
Radius
R=1m
Gearbox
G
ratio
G=2
Moment
M
of inertiaa
J = 1000Kg.m²
Viscous
V
friction cooefficient
fv = 0.007 N.m.s-1-

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (aa) Curves of: tthe wind speeed, (b) the stator active pow
wer
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4. (c) the stator reaactive power, (d) the curren
nts of the stato
or, (e) the currrents of the rotor
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(f)

(g)
Figure 4. (f) the voltagess of the stator, (g) the voltages of the rotoor

Robustness teest
6.2. R
The param
meters of thee DFIG are exposed to variations caaused by varrious changess such as
tempeerature increasse, skin effectt, etc. In this ccase, the prop
posed DPC mu
ust guarantee good results regardless
of thee parameter variations.
v
So,, the robustneess of the com
mmand used (DPC) has beeen tested acccording to
the foollowing condiitions:
a. Reesistance R multiplied
m
by 2
b. Indductances L and
a L multiplied by 0.5.
Figure 5 shhows the simu
ulation’s resullts obtained. Comparing
C
thee results of thee simulations illustrated
in Figgure 4 and Figgure 5 we can ensure, even bby changing th
he initial valu
ues of DFIG, th
that:
a. Thhe stator active and reactivee powers folloow their refereences with few
wer oscillationns and disturb
bances due
to hysteresis conntroller but the values of poowers quickly regain their references.
b. Thhe stator and rotor
r
currents (respectively voltages) in th
he frame (a, b, c) have a sinnusoidal shapee.
From thesse results, we can concluude that the technique of DPC has a low responsse time in
the traansient regimee, and fewer disturbance
d
osscillations in th
he curves of the various cur
urves that quicckly regain
their rreference valuues. The robusstness of this aapproach remaains good for the wind enerrgy conversion
n system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

or reactive pow
wer, (c) the cuurrents of the stator
Figuree 5. Curves off: (a) the stator active poweer, (b) the stato
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figuure 5. Curves of: (d) the cu
urrents of the rrotor, (e) the voltages
v
of thee stator, (f) thee voltages of the
t rotor
Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 10,, No. 1, Februuary 2020 : 35
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7.

CONCLUSION
This work proposes an improvement of the classical DPC control applied to the doubly fed
induction generator (DFIG) integrated in a wind energy conversion system 'WECS'. The whole system is
modeled and simulated in the environment Matlab/Simulink. Also, a technique (TSR) to reach
the maximum power point (MPP) is presented in order to capture the maximum of power. The results
(setpoint tracking and robustness test) in steady and transient regimes show a complete correlation. They both
prove the robustness and efficiency of the method developed. In general, the simulation’s results obtained
during the application of the control under variable speed show an excellent dynamic performance and
tracking ability of the powers generated at the corresponding reference values with the preservation of
sinusoidal shapes for both currents and voltages (stator and rotor).
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